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Abstract 

Digital image processing is an ever-expanding and dynamic field, and its applications have involved 

our daily lives, such as medicine, space exploration, surveillance, identity verification, automatic 

industrial inspection, and intelligent transportation systems, self-driving cars and self-driving cars, 

Guided weapons, etc. Applications such as these involve different processes, such as image 

enhancement and object detection. The edge detection process can simplify image analysis by greatly 

reducing the amount of data to be processed, while retaining useful structural information about object 

boundaries. Efficient and accurate edge detection will ensure the performance of the further image 

processing stage. Edge detection uses different methods, such as Sobel, Prewitt, Canny and other 

operators. Edge detection based on Sobel operator has been widely used in edge detection, becoming 

a real-time gray image solution. Nowadays, color image processing has attracted more and more 

attention, so more research has been done in this field, because edge detection in color images is more 

complicated than edge detection in gray images. In this project, Very-high-speed integrated circuit 

Hardware Description Language (VHDL) and Python language are used to study the Sobel edge 

detection technology for color image segmentation. VHDL is a general-purpose parallel programming 

language used to describe digital and mixed-signal systems and used in real-time embedded system 

automation for documentation, simulation, verification, and synthesis. On the other hand, Python 

provides highly optimized libraries from a large developer community, and it is used in all fields from 

scientific computing to image processing and machine learning. Therefore, this research focuses on 

the effectiveness of color image edge detection based on Sobel operator using these two methods. 
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CHAPTER-1 

 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Digital image processing is an exciting field for obtaining pictorial information about processing of 

data from different images for storage, transmission, and representation. Image processing is a 

technique used to add raw images that are expected from cameras or sensors placed on satellites, space 

probes, and airplanes, or photos taken in normal daily life for multiple applications. This field of image 

processing shows higher quality in modern times and in the field of science and technology. Image 

processing involves image acquisition, image enhancement, image segmentation, feature extraction, 

and image classification. 

Digital image processing proposes a general method of edge detection. The edge detection process 

simplifies image analysis by greatly reducing the amount of data to be processed, while retaining useful 

structural information about object boundaries [1]. The edge includes noteworthy features and contains 

important information. It reduces the size of the image and filters out less relevant information, thereby 

preserving the important attributes of the image [2]. In the conversion process from color image to 

grayscale image, due to the loss of color information, edge detection in grayscale image cannot provide 

completely accurate results. Therefore, to get the desired accuracy, it is necessary to detect edges in a 

color image. [3][16] 

Edge detection in color images is more challenging than grayscale images because the color space is 

considered as vector space. Nearly 90% of the edge information in the color image can be found due 

to the corresponding grayscale image. However, the remaining 10% is still important in certain 

computer vision tasks. There are different types of models for color images, such as RGB color model, 

YUV model, CMY color model, CMYK color model, HIS color model, etc. [4]. 

The method of edge detection is the First-Order Derivative (gradient method), the Second-Order 

Derivative and the Optimal Edge Detection to detect the edges. The type of edge detection belongs to 

the Second-Order Derivative, which are Laplacian, Laplacian of Gaussian, and Difference of Gaussian. 

The Second-Order Derivative is very sensitive to the noise present in the image, that is why it is 

generally not used for edge detection operations [5]. But the Second-Order Derivative is used to extend 

some auxiliary information, such as to determine whether the point is located on the darker side of the 
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image or on the lighter side of the image. On the other hand, First-Order Derivative can be calculated 

using gradient operators. [6] 

Today, the most challenging problems in designing an efficient driver assistance system are the choice 

of perception modules and the development of robust and accurate data processing algorithms. Edge 

detection uses different methods, such as Sobel, Prewitt, Canny and other operators. Edge detection 

based on Sobel operator has been widely used in edge detection, becoming a real-time gray-scale image 

solution. [7] [8] 

Sobel operator is one of the First-Order Derivative families because it is a discrete differential operator, 

which calculates the gradient approximation of the image intensity function. At each point of the 

image, the result of the Sobel operator is the corresponding gradient vector or the norm of the vector. 

The Sobel operator is based on convolving the image using small, separable integer-valued filters in 

the horizontal and vertical directions, so it is relatively cheap to calculate. [9] [10] 

In this project, color image edge detection based on Sobel operator can be achieved. For each color 

component in the RGB space, a specific edge computing processor is developed. Since the Sobel 

operator is a sliding window operator, it uses a smart buffer-based memory architecture to move the 

input pixels in the computing window. Designed a specific data path and chose a gradient to 

accomplish the task. 

This research work discusses the development and performance of an optimized and high-resolution 

color image edge detection algorithm based on the Very High-Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware 

Description Language (VHDL). VHDL is a general-purpose parallel programming language to 

describe digital and mixed signal systems and used in real time embedded systems automation for 

documentation, simulation, verification, and synthesis. [11] [12] 

In addition, in this project, the performance of the high-resolution color image edge detection process 

using Python will be achieved. Python is an interpreted high-level general-purpose programming 

language. The Python language provides many free and open source software packages, such as the 

Video Capture library, PIL library and OPEN CV (the computer version of the open source library) 

library in image processing, which left researchers with initial impressions. Open CV introduces a new 

set of tutorials that will guide the various functions available in Open CV-Python with the support of 

Numpy. [13] [14] 

This research is determined to do an analysis of the Sobel operator based high resolution color image 

edge detection with VHDL and Python. Finally, to investigate the effectiveness of the edge detection 

of color images. 
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1.2 Objective with specific aims and possible outcome 

The objective of this work is to find out the effectiveness of VHDL and Python based image processing 

for accurate edge detection. To fulfill this objective, the project has the following specific aims: 

• To detect the edges of high-resolution color images using Sobel operator implemented in 

VHDL programming.  

• To apply Sobel operator-based image processing scheme in Python programming. 

The possible outcome of this work is the development of edge detection systems using VHDL and 

Python. 

1.3 Outline of this Report 

The rest of the report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the related works, Chapter 3 presents 

the theoretical concept of the study, Chapter 4 describes the methodology, and Chapter 5 presents 

performance results obtained from computer simulations. Finally, Chapter 6 provides the concluding 

remarks and future research directions. 
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CHAPTER-2 

 

Theory of Edge Detection 

2.1 Image File Formats 

The image file format is a standardized method for organizing and storing digital images. Image file 

formats can store data in uncompressed format, compressed format (which may be lossless or lossy), 

or vector format. Image files consist of digital data in one of these formats, so the data can be 

rasterized for use. Rasterization converts image data into a grid of pixels. Each pixel has many bits 

to specify its color. There are hundreds of image file types. The PNG, JPEG and GIF formats are 

most used to display images on the Internet. But they use compression, JPEG is lossy, and PNG is 

lossless. Most formats provide some form of compression because this can greatly reduce the storage 

size of the image. 

 

2.2 Bitmap 

To be able to process images in software or hardware, it is necessary to access the raw pixel data in 

the application. If it is needed to store color and brightness data in a byte matrix, one should use 

bitmaps or raster graphics. 

BMP file format (Windows bitmap) is used to process graphics files in Microsoft Windows OS. 

Generally, BMP files are uncompressed, so large and lossless; their advantages are their simple 

structure and wide acceptance in Windows programs. 

Most famous image editors (such as Photoshop or GIMP) are based on raster. They can open various 

image formats, but they can all be converted to raster graphics inside the editor. 

Other image formats for simulation can be used, but since there is no ready-made solution to decode 

compressed images, a lot of coding work is required. A better solution is to manually convert the test 

input image to a bitmap format such as BMP or merge it into the script that starts the image. 

 

2.3 Edge Detection 

Digital image processing is an expanding and dynamic field, and its application range has been 

extended to our daily lives, such as medicine, space exploration, surveillance, identity verification, 

automatic industrial inspection, and intelligent transportation systems, autonomous vehicle and self-

propelled weapons. Applications such as these involve different processes, such as image 

enhancement and object detection. Edge detection includes a variety of mathematical methods, aimed 
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at identifying points in digital images where the brightness of the image changes sharply or more 

formally has discontinuities. The points with sharp changes in image brightness are usually organized 

into a set of curved segments called edges. [18][19] 

The operator can be optimized to find vertical, horizontal, or diagonal edges. In noisy images, edge 

detection is a difficult task because both edges and noise contain high-frequency content. Efforts to 

reduce noise can result in unclear edges and distortion. The techniques used on noisy images are 

usually larger; therefore, they can share enough data to reduce local noise pixels. This leads to 

unsatisfactory positioning of the detected edges. [27][28] 

 

Figure 2.1: 256×256 image with 3×3 neighborhood                  

of pixels                                                                                  Figure 2.2: Contents of convolution table 

                                   to detect edge at coordinate [i, j] 

In digital image processing, each image is quantized into pixels. For grayscale images, each pixel 

represents the image brightness level at a specific point. For 8-bit pixels, 0 represents black, and 255 

represents white. Edges are sudden changes in pixel brightness. By exploring the pixel brightness 

near the pixel, the edge information of a specific pixel can be obtained. If all nearby pixels have 

almost the same brightness, there may be no edges at that point. However, if some neighbors are 

much brighter than others, there may be an edge at this time. Mathematically, measuring the relative 

brightness of nearby pixels is like calculating the derivative of brightness. The brightness value is 

discrete, not continuous, so we approximate the derivative function. There are different edge 

detection methods. They are Prewitt, Laplacian, Roberts, Sobel, etc. Every method uses different 

discrete approximations of the derivative function. 

In this project, an improved version of the Sobel edge detector algorithm to detect edges in a 640×480 

pixel 24-bit bitmap color image is used. When calculating the derivative, the Sobel edge detection 

algorithm uses a (3×3) pixel table to store pixels and their neighbors. The (3×3) pixel table is called 

a convolution table because it moves on the image with a convolution style algorithm. In the bitmap, 
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there are 8 bits assigned to each red, green, and blue component. In each component, a value of 0 

means that the color has no contribution, and 255 means that the color is fully saturated. Since each 

component has 256 different states, there are 16,777,216 possible colors. In addition, bitmap is a 

native file format used to display images in the Microsoft Windows environment. It is a form of raster 

file storage with almost no compression. 

Figure 2.1 shows the convolution table at two different positions of the image: the first position 

(calculate whether the pixel at [1,1] is on the edge), and whether the pixel in [i,j] is on the edge. 

  

Figure 2.3: Nested loops to move convolution          Figure 2.4: Coordinates of 3×3 convolution table 

table over image 

Figure 2.2 shows a convolution table, which contains the pixel located at coordinates [i, j] and its 

eight neighboring pixels. As shown in Figure 2.1, the table moves pixel by pixel on the image. For 

an image of 256×256 pixels, the convolution table will move in 64516 (254×254) different positions 

for each color (red, green, and blue). The algorithm in Figure 2.3 shows how to move a 3×3 

convolution table on a 256×256 image. The lower and upper limits of the cycle of i and j are 1 and 

254, instead of 0 and 255, because we the derivative of the pixels around the image cannot be 

calculated. 

Edges are local changes in image intensity. Edges usually appear on the boundary between two areas. 

The main features can be extracted from the edges of the image. Edge detection has the main function 

of image analysis. These functions are used by advanced computer vision algorithms. Edge detection 

is used for object detection and can be used for various applications such as medical image processing 

and biometric recognition. Edge detection is an active area of research because it facilitates higher-

level image analysis. 

 

2.4 Related work of Edge Detection 

When a greatly improved edge detection mask is used, edge detection becomes more complicated. 

Moreover, when it operates with very high-resolution color images, the process becomes longer. Most 

(0,0) (0,1) (0,2) 

(1,0) 
(1,1) (1,2) 

(2,0) 
(2,1) (2,2) 
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of the hardware implementations are faster than their corresponding software implementations. 

Therefore, implementing edge detection in hardware will be more effective. Because FPGA has the 

additional function of parallelism, it can effectively realize edge detection. Efficient edge detection 

algorithms are usually used in high-speed hardware applications. There are various types of edge 

detection techniques available in image processing applications. They are the algorithms of Prewitt, 

Canny, Sobel and Roberts, and they are all different in hardware architecture, performance, and 

accuracy. Sobel edge detector is one of the simple methods for hardware implementation, making real-

time edge detection applications easy. [15] 

Conventionally, the two hardware description languages VHDL and Verilog can provide rapid 

prototyping for digital circuits and systems on FPGA devices, thereby providing an fascinating 

modeling and simulation environment, and MATLAB and C/C++ are the preferred simulations Tools 

and test the correctness of computer vision algorithms. MATLAB converts the image to an ASCII text 

file. The ASCII text file is applied to the hardware interface as a vector. Each frame/image is composed 

of a series of horizontal lines, and each line is composed of a series of points, also called pixels. The 

lines in each frame are transmitted sequentially from top to bottom, and the pixels in each row are 

transmitted from left to right. [17] 

Since Xilinx has a lot of information about image processing, every time an image is converted to an 

ASCII text file for use in MATLAB, it is first saved on the hard disk, and then the file can be opened 

in VHDL. Similarly, the output file is also saved on the hard disk in the same way and converted and 

viewed in MATLAB. Of course, since the FPGA board cannot access the hard disk, this is only valid 

in simulation. This method reduces the complexity of appearance and reduces processing time. For a 

picture with a size of 256×256, the execution time of the complete program of edge detection is a few 

seconds. But the whole process consumes a lot of memory from the hard disk. In addition, MATLAB 

is expensive (not only for students, but also for commercial applications).[30][31] 
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CHAPTER-3 

 

Edge Detection Methods 

3.1 Methods of Edge Detection 

Most different methods can be divided into two categories: 

a) Gradient method: The gradient method detects edges by finding the maximum and minimum 

values in the first derivative of the image. 

b) Laplacian method: It searches for the zero-crossing point in the second derivative of the image 

to find the edge. The edge has a one-dimensional shape with a slope and calculating the 

derivative of the image can highlight its location. 

Basically, the derivative shows that the maximum is in the center of the edge in the original signal, 

and if the gradient value exceeds a certain threshold, the pixel position is declared as an edge position. 

Because the edge will have a higher pixel intensity value than the surrounding pixels. Therefore, once 

the threshold is set, it can compare the gradient value with the threshold and detect an edge when the 

threshold is exceeded. 

3.1.1 First-Order Derivative 

Most edge detection methods assume that edges occur where the intensity function is discontinuous or 

where the image has a very steep intensity gradient. Using this assumption, if the intensity value on 

the entire image is derived and the point with the largest derivative is found, the edge can be located. 

Gradient is a vector whose components can measure the speed of change of pixel values in the x and 

y directions. Therefore, the components of the gradient are found by using the following equations (1) 

and (2). 

𝜕𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)/𝜕𝑥 = (𝑓(𝑥 + ⅆ𝑥_, 𝑦) − 𝑓(𝑥_, 𝑦))/ ⅆ𝑥 = 𝛥𝑥 …  … … (1) 

𝜕𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)/𝜕𝑦 = (𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦 + ⅆ𝑦) − 𝑓(𝑥_, 𝑦))/ ⅆ𝑦 = 𝛥𝑦 …  … … (2) 

Where dx and dy measure the distance along the x and y directions, respectively. In a discrete image, 

dx & dy can be considered based on the number of pixels between two points, dx = dy = 1 (pixel pitch) 
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is the point with pixel coordinates (i, j), so (∆x 𝑎𝑛ⅆ ∆𝑦) can be obtained by calculating the formula (3) 

and (4). 

∆𝑥 = 𝑓(𝑖 + 1, 𝑗) − 𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗)… … … (3) 

∆𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗 + 1) − 𝑓(𝑖, 𝑗)… … … (4) 

To detect the presence of gradient discontinuities, the change in gradient at (i, j) can be calculated. 

This can be done by finding the following magnitude measure, and the gradient direction 𝜃 is given 

by equation (5). 

∅ = tan^(−1)〖(Δ𝑦/Δ𝑥)〗 … … … (5) 

3.1.2 Second-Order Derivative 

The Laplacian is a two-dimensional measure of the second derivative of an image. The Laplacian of 

the image highlights areas with rapid changes in intensity, so it is usually used in edge detection zero-

crossing edge detectors. The Laplacian operator is usually applied to the image smoothed by the 

approximate Gaussian smoothing filter to reduce its sensitivity to noise. Operators usually take a single 

grayscale image as input and generate another binary image as output. The zero-crossing detector looks 

for the position where the value of the Laplacian crosses zero in the Laplacian of the image, that is, 

the point where the Laplacian changes the sign. These points usually appear on the edges of the image, 

that is, the points where the intensity of the image changes rapidly, but they also appear at locations 

that are not easily associated with the edges. It is best to think of the zero-crossing detector as feature 

detector rather than a specific edge detector. The zero-crossing is always on the closed contour, so the 

output of the zero-crossing detector is usually a binary image, in which a single pixel thick and thin 

line shows the position of the zero-crossing point. Define the derivative operator Laplacian of the 

image, as shown in formulas (6), (7) and (8): 

𝛥^2𝑓 = (𝜕^2𝑓)/(𝜕𝑥^2) + (𝜕^2𝑓)/(𝜕𝑦^2) … … … (6) 

ForX − direction,(∂^2f)/(∂x^2) = f(x + 1, y) + f(x − 1, y) − 2f(x, y)… … … (7) 

For Y- direction, (∂^2f)/(∂y^2) = f(x, y + 1) + f(x, y − 1) − 2f(x, y) … … … (8) 

By substituting, Equations (7) and (8) in (6), we obtain the equation (9) 

𝛥^2𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑓(𝑥 + 1, 𝑦) + 𝑓(𝑥 − 1, 𝑦) + 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦 + 1) + 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦 − 1) − 4𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)… … … (9) 
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If we use the value of Mask as explain below, we obtain on equation (9): 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Types of Edge Detection 

There are many edge detection techniques in the literature for image segmentation. This section 

introduces the most used edge detection techniques based on discontinuities. These technologies 

include Roberts edge detection, Sobel edge detection, Canny edge detection, Prewitt edge detection, 

Kirsh edge detection, Robinson edge detection, LoG edge detection, etc. [26][29]. 

3.2.1 Roberts Edge Detection 

Roberts edge detection was proposed by Lawrence Roberts (1965). It can perform simple and fast two-

dimensional spatial gradient measurement on images. This method emphasizes high spatial frequency 

regions that usually correspond to edges. The operator's input is a grayscale image, and the output is 

the most common use of this technique. The pixel value of each point in the output represents the 

estimated complete amplitude of the spatial gradient of the input image at that point. 

-1 0 

0 +1 

                                              Gx                          Gy 

3.2.2 Sobel Edge Detection 

The Sobel edge detection technique is one of the standard edge detection techniques. This edge 

detection method was introduced by Sobel in 1970 (Rafael C.Gonzalez (2004)). The Sobel method of 

edge detection for image segmentation finds edges using the Sobel approximation to the derivative. It 

is before the edges of the points with the highest gradient. Sobel technology performs a two-

dimensional spatial gradient on the image, thus highlighting the high spatial frequency area 

corresponding to the edge. Usually, it is used to find the estimated absolute gradient size at each point 

of n input grayscale images. It can be speculated that at least the operator consists of a pair of 3x3 

complex kernels, as shown below the table. One core just rotates the other by 900. This is very similar 

to the Roberts Cross operator. 

0 1 0 

1 -4 1 

0 1 0 

0 -1 

+1 0 
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-1 -2 -1 

0 0 0 

+1 +2 +1 

                                            Gx                                                  Gy 

3.2.3 Canny Edge Detection 

Canny edge detection technology was first proposed by John Canny in his master's degree thesis at 

MIT in 1983. Canny is a very important method to find the edge by separating the noise from the 

image before finding the edge of the image. After that, Canny applied the trend of finding the edge 

and the severity value of the threshold without disturbing the edge features of the image. The algorithm 

steps are as follows: 

• Convolve image f(r, c) with a Gaussian function to get smooth image f^(r, c). f^(r, c)=f(r, 

c)*G(r,c,6)  

• Apply first difference gradient operator to compute edge strength then edge magnitude and 

direction are obtaining as before. 

• Apply non-maximal or critical suppression to the gradient magnitude.  

• Apply threshold to the non-maximal suppression image. 

3.2.4 Prewitt Edge Detection 

Prewitt edge detection was proposed by Prewitt in 1970 (Rafael C. Gonzalez [1]. Prewitt is the correct 

method to estimate the amplitude and direction of the edge. Even different gradient edge detection 

requires quiet time-consuming calculations to estimate the direction, from x And the magnitude of the 

y direction, compass edge detection directly obtains the direction from the kernel with the highest 

response, and it is limited to 8 possible directions; however, knowledge shows that most direct 

direction estimates are not so perfect. In the 3x3 neighborhood, for the 8-direction estimation is based 

on the gradient-based edge detector, which calculates all 8 convolution masks, and then selects a 

complex mask, that is, the purpose of the largest module. 

-1 -1 -1 

0 0 0 

+1 +1 +1 

                                                     Gx                                                             Gy 

 

-1 0 -1 

-2 0 +2 

-1 0 +1 

-1 0 +1 

-1 0 +1 

-1 0 +1 
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Prewitt detection is slightly simpler to implement computationally than the Sobel detection, but it tends 

to produce somewhat noisier results. 

3.2.5 Kirsch Edge detection 

Kirsch edge detection was introduced by Kirsch (1971). The mask of this Kirsch technique is defined 

by considering a single mask and rotating it to the eight main compass directions: North, Northwest, 

West, Southwest, South, Southeast, East, and Northeast. The difference between masks is as follows: 

                K0                                   K1                                  K2                                    K3 

E=[
−3 −3 5
−3 0 5
−3 −3 5

]           NE=[
−3 5 5
−3 0 5
−3 −3 −3

]        N=[
5 5 5
−3 0 −3
−3 −3 −3

]          NW=[
5 5 −3
5 0 −3
−3 −3 −3

] 

                K4                                   K5                                  K6                                    K7 

W=[
5 −3 −3
5 0 −3
5 −3 −3

]           SW=[
−3 −3 −3
5 0 −3
5 5 −3

]        S=[
−3 −3 −3
−3 0 −3
5 5 5

]          SE=[
−3 −3 5
−3 0 5
−3 5 5

] 

The edge amplitude is defined as the maximum value obtained by convolving each mask with the 

image. The direction is defined by the mask that produces the largest amplitude. For example, mask 

K0 corresponds to a vertical edge, while mask K5 corresponds to a diagonal edge. Note that the last 

four masks are the same as the first four masks but flipped around the central axis. 

3.2.6 Robinson Edge detection 

Robinson methods (Robinson 1977) are like Kirsch masks but are easier to implement because they 

only rely on coefficients 0, 1, and 2. These masks are symmetrical about their direction axis (the axis 

with zero). One only needs to calculate the results on the four masks, while the results of the other four 

can be obtained by inverting the results of the first four. The mask is as follows: 

                 r0                                 r1                           r2                             r3 

E=[
−1 0 1
−2 0 2
−1 0 1

]           NE=[
0 1 2
−1 0 1
−2 −1 0

]        N=[
1 2 1
0 0 0
−1 −2 −1

]          NW=[
2 1 0
1 0 −1
0 −1 −2

] 

                r4                              r5                              r6                             r7 

W=[
1 0 −1
2 0 −2
1 0 −1

]           SW=[
0 −1 −2
1 0 −1
2 1 0

]        S=[
−1 −2 −1
0 0 0
1 2 1

]          SE=[
−2 −1 0
−1 0 1
0 1 2

] 
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The size of the gradient is the maximum value obtained by applying all eight masks to the pixel 

neihborhood, and the angle of the gradient can be approximated to the angle of the zero line in the 

mask to produce the maximum response. 

3.2.7 LoG edge detection 

The Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) was proposed by Marr (1982). The LoG of the image f(x,y) is the 

second order derivative defined as, 

∇2𝑓 =
𝜕2𝑓

𝜕𝑥2
+

𝜕2𝑓

𝜕𝑦2
 

It has two effects, it smoothes the image and calculates the Laplacian, thereby producing a double-

edge image. Then, locating the edges includes finding the zero crossing between the double edges. The 

digital realization of the Laplace function is usually realized by the following mask, 

0 -1 0 

-1 4 -1 

0 -1 0 

                                         Gx                                                Gy 

The Laplacian is generally used to found whether a pixel is on the dark or light side of an edge. 

3.3 Sobel Operator 

The Laplacian is generally used to found whether the Sobel operator is an example of the gradient 

method. It is a discrete differential operator used to calculate the gradient approximation of the image 

intensity function. This operator uses two (3×3) kernels convolved with the original image to calculate 

the approximation of the derivative-one for the horizontal change and one for the vertical change. If 

we define A as the source image, and Gx and Gy are two images, and each image contains approximate 

values of vertical and horizontal derivatives at each point, the calculation is as follows: a pixel is on 

the dark or light side of an edge. 

Gx = [
−1 0 +1
−2 0 +2
−1 0 +1

] ∗ 𝐴      and     Gy = [
−1 −2 −1
0 0 0
+1 +2 +1

] ∗ 𝐴 

Where (*) denotes the 2-dimensional signal processing convolution operation. 

-1 -1 -1 

-1 8 -1 

-1 -1 -1 
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Since the Sobel kernel can be decomposed into the product of the average kernel and the differential 

kernel, the gradient can be calculated by smoothing. For example, Gx and Gy can be written as, 

Gx  = [
+1
+2
+1

] ∗ ([−10 + 1] ∗ 𝐴)         and     Gy  = [
−1
0
+1

] ∗ ([+1 + 2 + 1] ∗ 𝐴) 

The x-coordinate is defined here as increasing in the "right"-direction, and the y-coordinate is defined 

as increasing in the "down"-direction. At each point in the image, the resulting gradient approximations 

can be combined to give the gradient magnitude, using: 

G = √𝐺𝑥2 + 𝐺𝑦2 

Using this information, we can also calculate the gradient's direction: 

𝜃 = atan(
𝐺𝑦

𝐺𝑥
) 

Where, for example, 𝜃 is 0 for a vertical edge which is lighter on the right side. 

An important consideration in implementing neighborhood operations is the question of what happens 

when the center of the kernel is close to the image boundary. It is indeed possible that when the center 

of the mask is exactly on the border pixel, one or more rows or columns of the mask are outside the 

image. In this case, there are different approaches: 

1. Limit the offset of the mask to ensure that every part of the mask is inside the image. However, 

the image obtained using this method will be smaller than the original image, and the intensity 

of the reduction depends on the size of the mask. 

2. Only use a part of the mask that is completely contained in the image. In this case, the size of 

the image is the same as the original size, but some pixels near the border are calculated using 

only a part of the mask. 

3. Surround the image with rows and columns of constant gray level. The most common value is 

zero, but sometimes the same pixels as near the copied border are used. As with the previous 

technology, the generated image will have the same size as the original image, but the pixels 

near the border will be destroyed. 
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CHAPTER-4 

 

Edge Detection System Design 

4.1 System Architecture  

The system design for this project is as shown in Figure 4.1. Here the input image is taken from 

computer. The processing is done on input image which basically includes resizing and filtering. After 

this Sobel edge detection algorithm is designed using system generator block sets. Then the output 

image is displayed in the computer which provides edge detected result of input image. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Block diagram of proposed system 

4.2 Software and Simulation Tools 

Edge detection based on Sobel operator has been widely used in edge detection, becoming a real-time 

gray-scale image solution. Nowadays, color image processing has attracted more and more attention. 

Therefore, because the edge detection in color images is more complicated than that in gray images, 

there are more and more research in this field. In this project, an attempt is made to study the Sobel 

edge detection technique for color image segmentation by using Very High-Speed Integrated Circuit 

Hardware Description Language (VHDL) and by using Python language. VHDL is a general-purpose 

parallel programming language used to describe digital and mixed-signal systems and used for 

recording, simulation, verification, and synthesis in real-time embedded system automation. On the 

other hand, Python provides highly optimized libraries from a large developer community, and it is 

used in all fields from scientific computing to image processing and machine learning [24][25]. 

Input Image 
Processing 

Unit 
Output Image 

System Generator 

Sobel Edge 

Detection 
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4.3 VHDL Implementation 

In the first state, a design is created and simulated in VHDL. The VHDL code will be run with the help 

of Xilinx Vivado 2020.1 software tool. Real-time Sobel operator based RGB color bitmap image will 

be taken as the input directly from the computer. 

In Figure 4.2 are depicted the main blocks of the project using VHDL. The module edge-sobel-wrapper 

implements the Sobel algorithm for edge detection.  

 

 

Figure 4.2: Structural block diagram of Sobel Edge Detection using VHDL 

BMP is a simple way to store images in digital format. For each BMP file, there is a header part that 

will provide a lot of information for the application (software), such as the image resolution (the 

number of pixels in the horizontal and vertical directions), whether the image is in color or grayscale, 

etc. Used to view images (such as MS Paint, Photoshop, etc.). After the header, there will be image 

data. As a large matrix, where each row represents each row in the image, and each element in the row 

represents a pixel. The number of lines in an image is basically the vertical resolution, and the number 

of pixels in a line is the horizontal resolution. For color images, 3 bytes (24 bits) are used to represent 

each pixel (dot) in the image. Red 1 byte, green 1 byte, blue 1 byte. Therefore, color images are usually 

called RGB images. For grayscale images, each pixel is represented by 1 byte. Grayscale images have 

no other colors. A grayscale image is usually called a black and white image, but strictly speaking it 

is not because it has a different shade of black (gray). It is also called a binary image. Since in a 
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grayscale image, each pixel is represented by one byte (8 bits), each pixel can have 256 possible values 

(0 to 255). Here 0 represents black, 255 represents white, and all values in between represent different 

shades of black. Image processing for edge detection, it is easier if the image is in grayscale instead of 

RGB format. Therefore, the first task is to convert RGB images to grayscale images. After extensive 

research on the sensitivity of the human eye (brain?) to different colors, people discovered how to 

convert the 3 bytes representing R, G, and B into a single byte representing grayscale. As it is found 

that human beings are most sensitive to green, then to red, and finally to blue. A formula was developed 

on this basis, 

Y = 0.3R + 0.59G+0.11B 

Where Y is the gray level (also called brightness or brightness). Figure 4.3 shows the code for 

converting from color image to grayscale image in VHDL. 

 

Figure 4.3: Color to Gray Conversion in VHDL 

When converting an RGB image to grayscale, the size of the new image will be approximately 1/3 of 

the original image. Once converted to grayscale, one pixel in the image is selected at a time and an 

operation called "neighborhood operation/sliding window operation" is applied. This means that the 

value of a pixel will change according to the value of its neighboring pixels. For Sobel operation, we 

usually consider 8 neighbors. 

Before the sliding window operation, the header data of the image should be stored, because the 

processed image data (edge) must be written into a new file at the end of the test bench. Then, the 

original header needs to be included in the output image. 
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Figure 4.4: Store header data to a file 

Then, to implement the sliding window operator, a smart buffer-based memory architecture (as 

described earlier) will be used to move the input pixels in the calculation window, and the Sobel 

filter/Sobel kernel will calculate the gradient components on adjacent rows or columns, respectively . 

If the approximate value of the gradient is greater than the user-defined threshold, the comparator 

output for that color component will be 1 or 0. Finally, the Edge-sobel-wrapper module will find out 

whether the pixel is an edge. Each process inside the module will run in parallel for three independent 

processes in the red, green, and blue channels. 

4.3.1 (3x3) Sliding Window Architecture 

By using the FPGA-based parallel architecture, color image edge detection based on real-time Sobel 

operator can be realized. For each color component in the RGB space, a specific edge computing 

processor is developed. Since the Sobel operator is a sliding window operator, it uses a smart buffer-

based memory architecture to move the input pixels in the calculation window. 

The proposed method uses a 3×3 sliding window architecture. Within a 3×3 sliding window, three 

first-in first-out (FIFO) buffers are used to reduce memory access to one pixel per clock cycle. To 

access all the values of the window every clock cycle, these FIFOs must be full. When the signal "start-

win" is valid, the content of the window is shifted to the right, and the input data "d" with a width of 8 

bits is read. Thereafter, during the rising edge of the clock "clk", the pixel value of the input "din [7:0]" 

is sent to the sliding window module pixel by pixel in raster scan order. Figure 4.6 shows a schematic 

diagram of a 3×3 sliding window for an 8-bit pixel row buffer. When the data valid for the sliding 
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window "dvwin" is determined, the 8-bit output from the sliding window module "w11" to "w33" will 

be sent to the next module to calculate the gradient. 

 

Figure 4.5: Architecture of 3x3 Sliding Window Module 

 

Figure 4.6: Schematic Diagram of 3x3 Sliding Window 

4.3.2 Sobel Operator Module 

 

Figure 4.7: Edge-sobel-wrapper Module 
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Figure 4.7 describes the edge-sobel-wrapper module. This module is responsible for obtaining 

synchronization signals and pixel values from the computer/camera and using the Sobel operator to 

calculate the gradient for each pixel. 

 

Figure 4.8: Edge_sobel_wrapper Internal Connection 

The design of the edge_sobel_wrapper module is divided into two macro modules: 

1. Cache_system: responsible for the accumulation of the pixel values of the first two rows and 

the delay of the synchronization signal. 

2. Sobel_kernel: responsible for using Sobel operator to calculate gradient approximation in two 

directions (horizontal and vertical). 

4.3.3 Cache System Module 

This module obtains two synchronization signals (frame synchronization and line synchronization) 

and pixel value (gray 8 bits) directly from the camera (here from the computer), and outputs the value 

of eight pixels representing the neighborhood of the pixels are about the center of the 3x3 kernel. The 

module must also output the correct time synchronization signal. 

When calculating pixels, it is impossible to emit the first pixel of the result image after reading the first 

pixel of the original image, because all the pixels near the pixel are not yet available. Similarly, to 

calculate the pixel value at position (0, 0) in the result image, nine pixels (position 1 from z1 to z9) are 

required, of which five pixels (z1, z2, z3, z4, z7) are assumed to be black (gray the value is zero). The 

other four pixels (z5, z6, z8, z9) are only available after reading the first two pixels of the entire first 

and second rows. This basically means that relative to the reading of the original image, the emission 

of pixels in the resulting image is in the "post" of one line and two pixels. This also means that to send 
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out each pixel in the resulting image, the first two lines of the original image (lines 3 and 4 at positions 

4, 5, and 6) and the third line (line 5) must be read. Pixels are emitted in row 4 of the resulting image. 

 

Figure 4.9: Convolving (3x3) mask with an image with numbers from 1 to 9 to the relevant positions 

of the mask 

To solve this problem, the basic idea is to create a memory architecture that can store two rows of 

images. The basic structure of this memory is shown in Figure 4.10. 

 

Figure 4.10: Memory Architecture 

In Figure 4.10, there are two fifo line buffers responsible for accurately accumulating the number of 

pixels in a line (640). These buffers have a first-in, first-out strategy, which means that pixel values 

flow out of the buffer in the same order as the input entered, and only start to flow when the line buffer 

is full. The elements labeled z1 to z9 (referred to as pixel elements from now on) represent smaller 

copies of pixel values. These pixel values are also stored in the line buffer. The exact extraction of the 
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pixel values that must be used from the line buffer is required Sobel kernel. All these elements are 

driven by the pixel clock, which means that on each rising edge of the pixel clock, the pixel value is 

stored in the line buffer and passes through the small elements. For example, for position 5 (Figure 

4.9), fifo-linebuffer 1 will hold line number 4, fifo-linebuffer 2 will hold line number 3, and when 

reading pixel z9 in row 5, the small element will contain all pixels in in. The neighborhood of z5. 

Therefore, the cache-system module must delay the synchronization signal appropriately to ensure that 

the sobel-kernel module will know when the nine-pixel values are valid. In fact, the sobel-kernel 

module must wait until the cache-system module has accumulated the correct number of rows and 

pixels so that it can start calculating the gradient with the correct values for the 9 pixels. This 

synchronization can be achieved by delaying the two synchronization signals (frame synchronization 

and line synchronization) at an appropriate time. In this case, the cache-system module will improve 

the frame synchronization and line synchronization after one line and two pixels, because of the 

position number In Figure 4.9, only the first row is necessary because the pixels z1, z2, and z3 are 

assumed to be black. 

The implementation of this module is divided into several parts: 

A. Double-fifo-linebuffer: responsible for accumulating two lines of original images. 

B. counter: a general-purpose counter used to count rows and pixels during reading. Variables 

inside the cache-system itself are used to create a pixel element that is only responsible for 

storing the neighborhood pixels of a given pixel. 

C. Sync-signals-delayer: responsible for delaying the synchronization signal. 

 

Figure 4.11: Cache-system Internal Structure 
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A. Fifo Linebuffer Module  

The following figure describes the module in the module, which is responsible for storing the entire 

row (640 pixels) using the FIFO strategy. 

 

Figure 4.12: FIFO-linebuffer Module 

To implement the FIFO strategy, the following principle is used: Before writing to the same unit, 

always read the pixel value from the memory. To achieve this behavior, the pixel clock is used and 

inverted (clk2). In this way, the rising edge of the pixel clock is used to read from the memory, and 

the rising edge of clk2 is used to write it into the memory. The same cell of the reading. The variable 

is used as a counter, which increments after each write, and is used to determine the unit used in the 

read/write phase in the memory. This method is used during the reading of the first row, since the 

memory is not initialized, the output of this module is not defined, but during the reading of the second 

row in the output, the pixels of the first row will be displayed in the same order as the first row The 

value is entered in memory. 

In order to obtain this result, two processes were created inside the code, one process was used for the 

reading phase driven by the pixel clock, and the other process was used for the writing phase driven 

by the inverse of the pixel clock. Frame synchronization and line synchronization signals are used as 

enable signals and read/write enable signals, respectively. 

The following Figure 4.13 depicts the code of this module, where the image-testbench module is used 

to read images from file-system, and Figure 4.14 depicts the code of this module, where the rising edge 

is used to write to the memory. 
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Figure 4.13: Read an image from filesystem in VHDL 

 

Figure 4.14: Write edges into memory in VHDL 

As mentioned earlier, two rows must now be stored so that all pixels are located near a given pixel. 

Therefore, a module named double-fifo-linebuffer is created, which combines two instances of the 

fifo-linebuffer module, as shown in Figure 4.10. It is also noticeable that there are three output signals: 

pdata-out1 is the current row, pdata-out2 is the previous row, and pdata-out3 is the previous row on 

pdata-out2. 

 

Figure 4.15: Double-fifo-linebuffer Internal Structure 
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Pixel Elements  

This part is designed using three variables called cache1, cache2 and cache3. They are logically divided 

into three parts, as shown in Figure 4.11. Each of these sections is 8 pixels wide and is responsible for 

retaining a pixel value. The three outputs of the double-fifo-linebuffer module are "connected" with 

the high part of the variable (23-16), especially: pdata-out1 is connected to cache1, pdata-out2 is 

connected to cache2, and pdata-out3 is connected to cache3, as shown in Figure 4.15. 

 

Figure 4.16: Logical Division of Pixel Elements Variables 

For each rising edge of the pixel clock, the pixels inside the variable move from the higher part (23-

16) to the lower part (7-0), after which they will be lost. This mechanism is an implementation of the 

structure shown in Figure 4.16, and Figure 4.17 depicts the code used by the module to move pixels. 

 

Figure 4.17: Sliding Window Process in VHDL 

B. Rows and Columns Counter  

As mentioned earlier, the pixels outside the image boundary are assumed to be black, so it is important 

to detect the various positions where the kernel will stay, as shown in Figure 4.18, because the module 
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must emit black pixels for positions close to the boundary. The easiest way to detect these positions is 

to count the rows and columns within the display time. Therefore, a general-purpose counter is 

designed with a low-level active reset function and then instantiated twice: a counter is used to perform 

the row Count, and another counter is used to count the rows. Used to count columns (pixels in a row). 

The counter of the row must count the rising edge of the rsync signal, so the counter uses the rsync 

signal as a clock. When the signal fsync goes low, this counter will be reset, because it means that a 

frame is displayed and a new frame will be started, so the line counter should restart from 0. Instead, 

the column counter must count the rising edges of the pixel clock only when the rsync signal is high, 

because this means that the monitor is displaying a specific row, so this counter is used as a clock, 

pixel clock and rsync is enabled signal. When the signal rsync goes low, the column counter will be 

reset, because this means that one row is displayed and a new row will start, so the column counter 

should restart from 0. 

 

Figure 4.18: Rows Counter Connections 

 

Figure 4.19: Columns Counter Connections 

The output of these two counters is used internally in the process to understand the position of the 

Sobel core so that the correct pixel value obtained from the three cache variables can be issued, or a 

constant value of zero can be used for black. 
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Figure 4.20: Counting row and columns in VHDL 

C. Sync-signals-delayer 

This module is responsible for delaying the synchronization signal of one row and two pixels to ensure 

that the memory is filled with appropriate pixel values. The design is divided into five stages: 

1. Delay the line synchronization signal of two pixels (two clock cycles), this signal is called 

rsync2.  

2. Use an example of the previous counter to count the rising edges of the signal rsync2. The 

output of the counter will be put into a signal named rowsDelayCounterRising; 

3. When the rowsDelayCounterRising signal takes the value 2, the output frame synchronization 

signal will become high. 

4. Calculate the falling edge of the signal rsync2 and put the count value into the signal 

rowsDelayCounterFalling. 

5. When the signal rowsDelayCounterFalling value is 0, the output frame synchronization signal 

will go low. 

4.3.4 Sobel Kernel Module  
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Figure 4.21: Sobel_kernel Module 

The next step is to use the Sobel operator to design a module responsible for calculating the 

approximate value of the gradient in each pixel of the image. The module is implemented using the 

following process: Use the Sobel kernel to store the horizontal and vertical amplitudes into two 

variables (if the number of results obtained is set to a negative number, then the coefficient 2 in the 

mask is moved to the left of a position of the pixel value ). It is converted to a positive number through 

the complement operation (not a number + 1), and the 11th bit is used to know whether the number is 

negative. 

 

Figure 4.22: Sobel Kernel in VHDL 
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Then, combine the two magnitudes, as shown in Figure 4.22. Finally, apply a threshold of 127, because 

it is the global thresholding value for 8-bit image. If the value is greater than the threshold, the output 

will be white (255), otherwise, only the last 8 bits are taken and placed in the output. 

 

Figure 4.23: Using threshold value in VHDL 

4.4 Python Implementation 

The Python (version 3.7.8) programming language will also be used for edge detection. To complete 

the task, the Visual Studio 2019 editor will be used. Python provides many good libraries to process 

images, such as open-cv, Pillow, etc. In this project, OpenCV (version 4.4.0) will be used, which is 

an open source library for computer vision. OpenCV has introduced a new set of tutorials that will 

guide us through the various functions available in OpenCV-Python. To do this, first, it must be 

ensured that Numpy is running in python, and then OpenCV has to be installed. Numpy is a highly 

optimized library for number operations [20][21]. It provides a MATLAB style grammar. Figure 

4.24 contains the following libraries. 

 

Figure 4.24: Libraries used in Python 

All OpenCV array structures are converted to and from Numpy arrays. Therefore, no matter what it 

can perform in Numpy, it can be used in conjunction with OpenCV. In addition, other libraries that 

support Numpy (such as SciPy, Matplotlib) can also be used with this. Therefore, OpenCV-Python is 

a suitable tool for rapid prototyping of computer vision problems for image processing [22][23]. 

4.4.1 (3 x 3) Matrix Kernel Convolution Method 

Sobel edge detector is a gradient-based method based on the first derivative. It calculates the first 

derivative of the image for the X and Y axis, respectively. The operator uses two 3X3 kernels 

convolved with the original image to calculate the approximation of the derivative-one for the 

horizontal change and one for the vertical change. Figure 4.25 describes edge detection using Python. 
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Figure 4.25: Structural block diagram of Sobel Edge Detection using Python 

At first, cv2.imread () function has to be used which loads an image from the specified file. It specifies 

the way in which the image should be read. Its default value is cv2.IMREAD_COLOR. The syntax is 

cv2.imread (path, flag). If the image cannot be read (because of the missing file, improper permissions, 

unsupported or invalid format) then this function returns an empty matrix. It is the default flag. 

Alternatively, the integer value 1 can be passed for this flag. Then the color image must be converted 

into grayscale. There are more than 150 color-space conversion methods available in OpenCV. But 

only two which are the most widely used ones, BGR      Gray and BGR     HSV have to be concerned. 

For color conversion, we use function cv2.cvtColor (input_image, flag) where flag determines the type 

of conversion. For BGR to Gray conversion, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY flag has to be used. 

 

Figure 4.26: Image read and gray scale conversion in Python 

After that, the GaussianBlur() function have to be applied.  OpenCV provides cv2.GaussianBlur() 

function to apply Gaussian Smoothing on the input source image. For Gaussian smoothing it should 

be specified the width and height of the kernel size, her (3 x 3) matrices has to be used for the x and 

y-axis, respectively. It should also be specified the standard deviation in the X and Y directions, sigma 

X and sigma Y respectively. If only sigma X is specified, sigma Y is taken as equal to sigma X. If both 

are given as zeros, they are calculated from the kernel size. Gaussian filtering is highly effective in 

removing Gaussian noise from the image. 

 

Figure 4.27: Gradient Calculation in Python 
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It can be iterated through all pixels in the original image and apply the image convolution kernels to 

calculate gradient magnitude for x and y derivatives, Gx and Gy respectively. This convolution 

operation will return a single integer for each kernel. With the function cv2.addWeighted (), the 

weighted sum of the kernels can be calculated which will create a new image of the same dimensions 

as the original image and store for the pixel data. It would also be converted the magnitude of each 

direction into 8 bits using cv2.convertScaleAbs() function. Next, the threshold value is required which 

is used to classify the pixel values. OpenCV provides different styles of thresholding. Optimal global 

threshold binarization and morphological close transformation are used to improve the result. Then to 

decide which pixels are edges, the magnitude of the gradient to be compared to the threshold value. 

 

 

Figure 4.28: Thresholding and edge calculation in Python 
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CHAPTER-5 

 

Experimental Result 

5.1 VHDL Test Bench Simulation 

In this section, the edge-sobel-wrapper module is tested using img-testbench and the different test 

images reported below. The first Image-1 (Color-test) has a white background, only three colors (red, 

green, blue), and its pixel line width is 1 pixel: select a white background to test the module's response 

along the border and color of the image. It is desirable to obtain an image with a black background and 

a white border, which depends on the fact that pixels located outside the border of the image are 

assumed to be black. 

 

Figure 5.1 (a): Image 1-Color test               Figure 5.1 (b): Edges of Image-1 

On the contrary, in the second Image-2 (Image-Car), the border of the generated image will have a 

different color because the background of the image is not perfect black or white, but there are many 

pixels with different values (such as noise). 

 
Figure 5.2 (a): Image 2-Car                                     Figure 5.2 (b): Edges of Image-2 
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The following two figures depict the signals of the edge-sobel-wrapper during the simulation. From 

Figure 5.3 it is possible to notice that the entire first line is white (pdata-in) and the output is black 

(pdata-out) were from Figure 5.4 it is possible to see that each line starts and ends with different pixels 

(pdata-in). 

 

Figure 5.3: Simulation of Image 1 

 

Figure 5.4: Simulation of Image 2 

The figure above reports the simulation of the module: when the input signal changes, the output signal 

will also change. In this example, when all inputs are zero, the output is zero (if the input is 255, the 

output is the same). Conversely, when some pixels are black and some pixels are white, the output 

result is white because the magnitude value is higher than the threshold. 

Here the unit under test (UUT) module is synthesizable so it can be used in hardware applications that 

emphasize the edge. Therefore, we can implement this module in FPGA to analyze the performance 

of real-time Sobel edge detection technology. 

5.2 Simulation with Python 

In this section, the results of Sobel edge detection using Python in Visual Studio Code 2019 are shown 

below. The final outputs are as like as the Vivado HLS for the same images. The hardware-defined 

Language module is working fine as the software module. Also, the noise has been removed which 

will help to find an efficient edge detected image also in Python. 
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By using Python code, we will obtain three edges (x-axis, y-axis, and weighted sum) for each image, 

so we can correctly identify how the final edge is constructed. Here, the weighted sum or final edge is 

the same as Vivado. Although the definition of edges using VHDL is better than that using Python, 

Visual Studio Code can detect the edges of each image as accurately as Vivado HLS. 

Results of the edges for Image-1 (Color test) and Image-2 (Car) are shown in below: 

      

Figure 5.5(a): Image 1-Color test                                    Figure 5.5 (b): Edges of Image-1 (x-axis) 

 

Figure 5.5 (c): Edges of Image-1 (y-axis)         Figure 5.5 (d): Edges of Image-1 (weighted sum) 

In this section, Figure 5.5(b), Figure 5.5 (c), Figure 5.5 (d) illustrate the result of simulation that 

calculates the edges of gray scale images respectively in vertical, horizontal, and weighted sum of 

these two diagonals for Image-1 (Color-test) which has a white background, only three colors (red, 

green, blue), and its pixel line width is 1 pixel: select a white background to test the module's response 

along the border and color of the image. 
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Figure 5.6 (a): Image 2-Car                                 Figure 5.6 (b): Edges of Image 2 (x-axis) 

 

   
Figure 5.6 (c): Edges of Image 2 (y-axis)                  Figure 5.6 (d): Edges of Image 2 (weighted sum) 

 

 

In the second Image-2 (Image-Car), the border of the generated image will have a different color 

because the background of the image is not total black or white, but there are many pixels with different 

values (such as noise). Here we can see the result of simulation in Figure 5.6(b), Figure 5.6 (c), Figure 

5.6 (d) respectively the vertical, horizontal, and weighted sum of these two diagonals for Image-2 

(Image-Car). 
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CHAPTER-6 

 

Conclusion 

6.1 Conclusion 

After the analysis and observations in Chapters 4 and 5, the goal has been successfully achieved and 

the project has been successfully completed to detect the edges of high-resolution color images. This 

preliminary study provides insights on how VHDL and Python work with the Sobel Edge Detection 

algorithm. The performance results are encouraging, and we are currently evaluating other application 

benchmarks in various scientific computing fields. As the Unit Under Test (UUT) module of VHDL 

can be used in hardware applications that emphasize the edge where the remove from the camera to 

the question is significant. Therefore, we can implement this module in FPGA to better understand the 

performance of real-time Sobel edge detection technology.  

In addition, the modular structure of the VHDL permits to reuse the components in other ventures, for 

illustration the range-sensor module or the Binary-coded decimal converter module can be utilized in 

numerous diverse ventures without issues since these modules are designed to be free shape the full 

extend. Same thinking applies to the number-displayer module that can be effortlessly adjusted in 

arrange to show more numbers or different information. 

6.2 Future Work 

Although the expected results were achieved, there are still several possible areas for improvement. 

For example, through the realization of the digital display module, the numbers in the first pixel of 

each line on the display frame can be printed. The important question that should be explored is the 

possibility of making the design so universal so that the module can automatically adapt to different 

mask sizes, for example, if a 5x5 mask is required. Therefore, it may be a good idea to spend some 

time in the future to promote the system to eliminate approximations in the measurement, while at the 

same time being able to design quickly and easily. The test platform can also be improved to read/write 

images from the file system for VGA signals. 

In addition, Python offers profoundly optimized libraries from an unimaginably huge designer 

community, however, is constrained to the execution of the equipment framework. To use Python 

directly to the hardware, Xilinx recently released PYNQ, which aims to support software developers 
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who use Python instead of VHDL to access FPGAs. The PYNQ application improvement system is 

an open-source exertion outlined to permit application engineers to attain a “fast start” in FPGA 

application advancement through utilize of the Python dialect and standard “overlay” bitstreams that 

are utilized to connected with the chip's I/O gadgets. The PYNQ environment comes with a standard 

overlay that underpins HDMI and Sound inputs and yields, as well as two 12-pin PMOD connectors 

and an Arduino-compatible connector that can associated with Arduino shields. 

 PYNQ moreover offers an API and expands common Python libraries and bundles to incorporate back 

for Bitstream programming, straightforwardly get to the programmable texture through Memory-

Mapped I/O (MMIO) and Coordinate Memory Get to (DMA) exchanges without requiring the creation 

of gadget drivers and part modules. Therefore, studying the combination of Python and FPGA may be 

another step. 
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